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Abstract. Geometry of the associate of the calcein and iron ion was determined using density functional
CAM-B3LYP method. A stable associate was obtained only as set of a two calcein molecules and iron
ion. The nature of the calcein luminescence extinguished by Fe2+ ions is explained by the formation of
low-lying eight additional electronic states, when the transitions from the above states to the ground states
are completely forbidden due to the heavy metal Fe2+ effect. Energetical scheme (in the form of Jablonski
diagram) is illustrated by plots of charge redistribution between one-particle states which are related to
spectrometric states.
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Introduction

Cell electroporation represents the process when the perme-
ability of the cell plasma membrane temporary increases due
to strong electrical field pulse (up to 300 kV/cm). As an in-
vasive method, cell electroporation is widely used in cell bio-
logy, biotechnology, and medicine [1,2]. The application of
high voltage in the electrolyte medium, despite other electro-
lytic reactions, involves the oxidation of the metal of anode.
For this reason, the anode begins to melt [3].

Metal ions emitted from electrodes can react with fluores-
cent molecules and reduce their fluorescence intensity. One
of the most popular materials used in the production of elec-
trodes and applied to cell electroporation is stainless steel.
Usage of high-voltage pulses creates a substantial number of
iron ions (Fe2+ and Fe3+) from the anode [4].

Calcein - a well-known derivative of fluorescein - belongs
to the class of fluorescent dyes. It is widely used for the de-
termination of the permeabilization of biological membranes
[5,6] including cell electroporation studies [7,8].

Influence of iron ions on the intensity of calcein fluores-
cence was observed in various media, e.g. HEPES-buffered
saline, cytoplasm-like solution or serum [9,10]. The results
of this work may be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of
cell electroporation [11].

The aim of this work was to study in silico the structure
and energetical properties of calcein derivatives in surround-
ings where significant amounts of Fe2+ are present:

a) to determine the most probable geometry of associates
consisting of calcein molecule and iron ion Fe2+;
b) to explain the mechanism of quenching of calcein lumi-
nescence.

1. Literature review

Fluorescence is a molecular process of spontaneous emission
of radiation, which is not related to the thermal equilibrium
with its environment [12-15]. Emission could occur from
electronically excited state. Excitation must be provided by
external source, for example, laser, LED etc. in case if exci-
tation wavelength corresponds to the wavelength interval of
absorption band.

Fluorophores (fluorescent probes) are extremally stable
molecular derivatives that absorb light of a certain wave-
length and emit it at longer wavelengths - so called Stokes
shift occurs [13,15]. Main reason of such phenomenon is
related to the processes of internal conversion when non-
radiative transitions occur [14].

The usage of fluorescent probes allows solving the visu-
alization problems: fluorescent probes have a high contrast
to dark background, high sensitivity and specificity. Fluo-
rophores are usually minimally-invasive compounds that can
be present in live cells for real-time exposition without cell
fixation [16].

Fluorescence imaging belongs to one of the most impor-
tant non-invasive methods in contemporary biological scien-
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Fig. 1. Calcein green.

Fig. 2. Calcein blue.

ces [13]. High sensitivity of the method allows precise usage
for medical needs, working with unknown biological struc-
tures [16]. From a physical point of view, several factors are
important for occurrence of the fluorescence images:

i) quantum energy and intensity of excitation source;
ii) stability and quantum efficiency of fluorophore [17];
iii) presence of quenchers and agents of resonant energy

transfer [18];
iv) presence of (photo)oxidation reagents in the medium.

2. Chemical structures

Calcein green [19] and calcein blue [20] are dyes for visua-
lization purposes in vitro with high luminescence yield - see

Figs. 1-2. Due to high molecular stability, calcein plays a role
of short-term label in the cell with excitation and emission at
495/515 nm (2.5/2.4 eV), respectively [21].

Acetoxymethyl (AM) esters of calcein green and calcein
blue are non-fluorescent compounds, which can freely pass
though the cellular membrane into live cells. The active es-
terases within live cells cleave AM group and calcein-AM is
transformed into a bright fluorescent form – calcein, which
is membrane-impermeant [22]. Such an approach is used to
recognize viable cells because dead cells either do not have
the intact plasma membrane or do not contain active enzyme
esterases that can hydrolyze calcein–AM.

3. Quantum chemistry simulations

Quantum-chemical structure simulations were performed
with Gaussian16 package [23]. Molecular geometry was op-
timized by density functional CAM-B3LYP method using
a 6-31G(d) base with polarizing d functions without envi-
ronmental impact. Fig. 3 represents the model deriva-
tive M1 corresponding to a complex of two calcein mole-
cules and an Fe2+ ion. In order to simplify the ground
state energy minimization procedure, calcein structure has
been used without long-chain substitutions, but it is still
called as "calcein". Three projections allow to imagine the
nature of bonding through the iron ion. Due to the sp2

hybridization, the bonding is formed in a plane containing
a calcein phenyl ring with carbonyl. The intermolecular
bridge is formed as a double behaviour of co-ordinate bonds
[..C=O−Fe2+−O=C..] and [..C=O→Fe2+←O=C..].

Fig. 3. A model derivative M1 as the complex of two calcein molecules and an Fe2+ ion (at centrum). X0Z, X0Y, Y0Z projections.
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Table 1. Electronic transitions of simulated absorption spectrum of model compound M1.
Gaussian16[23], semiempirical method TD, only singlets included.

Electronic Energy, Oscillator One-particle Coef. Figs.
transition eV strength transitions
E0→E1 0.495 0.000 167B→170B -0.43

167B→177B -0.42
167B→179B -0.70 4

E0→E2 0.571 0.000 157A→174A -0.53 5
161A→174A -0.51 5
164B→182B -0.53 5
167B→182B -0.40

E0→E3 0.579 0.000 164B→181B -0.63
167B→181B -0.76 6

E0→E4 0.949 0.000 157A→174A 0.42
161A→174A -0.49 7
164B→182B 0.45
167B→182B -0.44

E0→E5 1.075 0.000 164B→170B -0.40
164B→179B -0.64 8

E0→E6 1.569 0.000 164B→181B 0.70 9
167B→181B -0.59

E0→E7 1.893 0.000 157A→174A -0.66 10
164B→182B 0.57

E0→E8 2.220 0.000 168A→170A -0.62
165B→168B 0.64 11

The electronic excitations were calculated by means of
semi-empirical TD method for singlets only (number of states
is equal to 10). Table 1 shows the simulated electron ab-
sorption spectrum of the model compound M1. Parame-
ters of spectroscopic states (excitation energy and oscillator
strength) as well as corresponding one-particle transitions are
presented in order to estimate the population of excited states
from lowest excited E1 up to E8. Set of transitions could be
divided into three groups: transitions in the band group about
0.5 eV, band group about 1 eV, band group in region 1.5÷2
eV. Other transitions into higher states are not significant.
The limit of about 2 eV was chosen because the fluorescence
of the iron-free calcein derivatives is observed from the state
about 2.31 eV, and the iron ions quench that luminescence
very effectively. In this case, eight excited electronic states
below 2.3 eV are related to the quenching processes.

Typically, the eight lowest transitions are completely for-
bidden (oscillator strength of transition is equal to zero).
Hence, a radiative transition (fluorescence emission) is im-
possible, only internal relaxation processes take place. The
molecular state at 2.31 eV is not populated, and the state E1
at 0.49 eV must be titled as the lowest excited singlet state.
Since the transition E0→E1 is forbidden (and also E1→E0),
there is no luminescence.

Tables 4÷11 show the redistributions of electronic clouds
by population of excited states En, n=1÷8. All charge redist-
ributions are depicted in the framework of MO related to the
one-particle transition. Most important one-particle transi-
tion could be divided into three groups.

For low lying states En, n=1,2,3, (see Figs. 4÷6), two
types of intermolecular redistribution occur. Firstly, transi-
tion between MO 167B→179B (from left to right calcein, see

Charge redistribution between MO: 167B→179B
Fig. 4. Electronic transition E0→E1, transition energy 0.495 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.
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Charge redistribution between MO: 157A→174A

Charge redistribution between MO: 161A→174A

Charge redistribution between MO: 164B→182B
Fig. 5. Electronic transition E0→E2, transition energy 0.571 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Charge redistribution between MO: 167B→181B
Fig. 6. Electronic transition E0→E3, transition energy 0.579 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Fig. 4) as π→π* transition is typical for such type redist-
ributions. Iron ion plays the role of the mediator in or-
der to establish the bridge behaviour for inter-fragmental re-
distribution. The same type is realized for transition be-
tween MO 167B→181B (from left calcein to right calcein,
see Fig. 6). Secondly, transitions between MO 157A→174A

and 161A→174A (from iron ion and oxygen-carbon atoms in
near surrounding to iron ion with neighbour oxygens, see Fig.
5) must be treated as mixed transition with n→π* impact (n
electrons from oxygen atoms).

For low intermediate states En, n=4,5,6, (see Figs. 7÷9),
two types of intermolecular redistribution occur. Firstly, tran-
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Charge redistribution between MO: 161A→174A
Fig. 7. Electronic transition E0→E4, transition energy 0.949 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Charge redistribution between MO: 164B→179B
Fig. 8. Electronic transition E0→E5, transition energy 1.075 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Charge redistribution between MO: 164B→181B
Fig. 9. Electronic transition E0→E6, transition energy 1.569 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

sition between MO 164B→179B (from left to right calcein,
see Fig. 8) as π→π* transition is typical for such type re-
distributions. The same type is realized for transition be-
tween MO 164B→181B (from left calcein to right calcein,
see Fig. 9). It is necessary to point out that full CT transition
is not realized in both cases. Secondly, transitions between
MO 161A→174A (from iron ion and oxygen-carbon atoms in
plane surface to iron ion with neighbour oxygens in the same
plane surface, see Fig. 7) must be treated as mixed transition
with n→π* impact.

For high energy states En, n=7,8, (see Figs. 10÷11), two
types of intermolecular redistribution occur. Firstly, transi-
tions between MO 157A→174A (from iron ion and oxygen-
carbon atoms in plane surface to iron ion with neighbour oxy-
gens in the same plane surface, see Fig. 10) must be treated

as mixed transition with n→π* impact.

Secondly, new type of charge redistribution occurs for tran-
sition between MO 165B→168B (from plane surface con-
taining two calcein molecules to right calcein, see Fig. 11).
This transition of mixed type is forbidden due to orthogona-
lity condition (fragments are perpendicular).

Fig. 12 represents Jablonski diagram explaining the
quenching effect of calcein fluorescence due to iron ions.
For iron-free calcein (left diagram), absorption and lumines-
cence are present as radiative transitions S0→S1 and S1→S0,
respectively. Quenching of luminescence is absent. For
M1 compound containing Fe2+ (right diagram), transitions
Sn→S0, n=1÷8, are forbidden (oscillator strengths are equal
to zero), luminescence (emission) is impossible. According
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Charge redistribution between MO: 157A→174A
Fig. 10. Electronic transition E0→E7, transition energy 1.893 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Charge redistribution between MO: 165B→168B
Fig. 11. Electronic transition E0→E8, transition energy 2.220 eV, oscillator strength 0.000.

Fig. 12. Jablonski diagram for iron-free calcein (left, allowed emis-
sion) and M1 compound (right, forbidden emission).

to Franck–Condon principle, depopulation of the excited
states could be realized through non-radiative processes of
internal conversion.

It is necessary to point out that the state E1 (most im-
portant for quenching process) is present in infra-red region
(2.5µm/0.5 eV).

4. Conclusions

The geometry of calcein and iron ion associate was investi-
gated by simulations using CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) method.

The stable structure was obtained only for associate con-
sisting of two calcein molecules and the iron ion.

The nature of calcein luminescence extinguishing with
Fe2+ ions was explained by the formation of eight additional
electronic states, when transitions from excited states to the
ground state are completely forbidden due to the heavy metal
(Fe2+) effect.

Three types of charge redistribution between MO were es-
tablished:

a) intermolecular between two calcein molecules;
b) "intramolecular" in near Fe2+ surrounding including

neighbour oxygen atoms;
c) intermolecular between two perpendicular plane sur-

faces from calcein to calcein.
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